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Question 1
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Exhibit





You are trying to create a security policy on your SRX Series device that permits HTTP traffic from your private 172 25.11.0/24 subnet to

the Internet You create a policy named permit-http between the trust and untrust zones that permits HTTP traffic. When you issue a

commit command to apply the configuration changes, the commit fails with the error shown in the exhibit.

Which two actions would correct the error? (Choose two.)

Options: 
A- Issue the rollback 1 command from the top of the configuration hierarchy and attempt the commit again.

B- Execute the Junos commit full command to override the error and apply the configuration.

C- Create a custom application named http at the [edit applications] hierarchy.

D- Modify the security policy to use the built-in Junos-http applications.

Answer: 
C, D

Explanation: 
The error message indicates that the Junos-http application is not defined, so you need to either create a custom application or modify

the security policy to use the built-in Junos-http application. Doing either of these will allow you to successfully commit the configuration.



Question 2
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Exhibit





You are asked to ensure that servers running the Ubuntu OS will not be able to update automatically by blocking their access at the SRX

firewall. You have configured a unified security policy named Blockuburrtu, but it is not blocking the updates to the OS.

Referring to the exhibit which statement will block the Ubuntu OS updates?

Options: 
A- Move the Blockubuntu policy after the Allowweb policy.

B- Configure the Blockubuntu policy with the junos-https application parameter.

C- Change the default policy to permit-all.

D- Configure the Allowweb policy to have a dynamic application of any.

Answer: 
B

Question 3
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Which two types of SSL proxy are available on SRX Series devices? (Choose two.)



Options: 
A- Web proxy

B- client-protection

C- server-protection

D- DNS proxy

Answer: 
B, C

Explanation: 
Based on SSL proxy is a feature that allows SRX Series devices to decrypt and inspect SSL/TLS traffic for security purposes. According

to SRX Series devices support two types of SSL proxy:

Client-protection SSL proxy also known as forward proxy --- The SRX Series device resides between the internal client and outside

server. It decrypts and inspects traffic from internal users to the web.

Server-protection SSL proxy also known as reverse proxy --- The SRX Series device resides between outside clients and internal

servers. It decrypts and inspects traffic from web users to internal servers.



Question 4
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Exhibit





You are asked to track BitTorrent traffic on your network. You need to automatically add the workstations to the High_Risk_Workstations

feed and the servers to the BitTorrent_Servers feed automatically to help mitigate future threats.

Which two commands would add this functionality to the FindThreat policy? (Choose two.)

A)

B)

C)

D)



Options: 
A- Option A

B- Option B

C- Option C

D- Option D

Answer: 
C

Question 5
Question Type: MultipleChoice

What information does encrypted traffic insights (ETI) use to notify SRX Series devices about known malware sites?

Options: 



A- certificates

B- dynamic address groups

C- MAC addresses

D- domain names

Answer: 
D

Explanation: 
Encrypted traffic insights (ETI) uses domain names to notify SRX Series devices about known malware sites. ETI is a feature of the SRX

Series firewall that can detect and block malware that is hidden in encrypted traffic. It works by analyzing the domain names of the

websites that the encrypted traffic is attempting to access. If the domain name matches a known malware site, ETI will send an alert to

the SRX Series device, which can then take appropriate action to block the traffic. ETI is a useful tool for protecting against threats that

attempt to evade detection by hiding in encrypted traffic.

Question 6
Question Type: MultipleChoice



Exhibit





You are trying to create a security policy on your SRX Series device that permits HTTP traffic from your private 172 25.11.0/24 subnet to

the Internet You create a policy named permit-http between the trust and untrust zones that permits HTTP traffic. When you issue a

commit command to apply the configuration changes, the commit fails with the error shown in the exhibit.

Which two actions would correct the error? (Choose two.)

Options: 
A- Issue the rollback 1 command from the top of the configuration hierarchy and attempt the commit again.

B- Execute the Junos commit full command to override the error and apply the configuration.

C- Create a custom application named http at the [edit applications] hierarchy.

D- Modify the security policy to use the built-in Junos-http applications.

Answer: 
C, D

Explanation: 
The error message indicates that the Junos-http application is not defined, so you need to either create a custom application or modify

the security policy to use the built-in Junos-http application. Doing either of these will allow you to successfully commit the configuration.



Question 7
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Which two types of SSL proxy are available on SRX Series devices? (Choose two.)

Options: 
A- Web proxy

B- client-protection

C- server-protection

D- DNS proxy

Answer: 
B, C

Explanation: 
Based on SSL proxy is a feature that allows SRX Series devices to decrypt and inspect SSL/TLS traffic for security purposes. According

to SRX Series devices support two types of SSL proxy:



Client-protection SSL proxy also known as forward proxy --- The SRX Series device resides between the internal client and outside

server. It decrypts and inspects traffic from internal users to the web.

Server-protection SSL proxy also known as reverse proxy --- The SRX Series device resides between outside clients and internal

servers. It decrypts and inspects traffic from web users to internal servers.
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